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STANLEY takes the place of catbird as a global manufacturer of hand tools, electrical appliances and related accessories. Introduced in 1843, STANLEY claws its way to the top at the height of the Industrial Revolution arming technicians and other experts with innovative, durable and practical tools. FatMax Stud Sensor 300 Review sheds light on a device that uses electronic signals to identify the center
of the stud, joysticks and live AC wiring through drywall or other typical building materials. Once he's home in the center of the stud in one pass along the surface, he lights up and beeps. You can set up METAL SCAN, AC TRACKING, Depth Detection or STUD for accurate accuracy. Stanley FatMax Stud Sensor 300 Review 5 Highlights 1. Multi-Scanning Tool You can find wooden or metal studs located
up to 3 walls. For more accurate results, select METAL SCAN, AC TRACKING, Depth Detection, and STUD mode. To detect wood or metal studs, hold it against the surface firmly to probe to a depth of 1-1/2 through the drywall. METAL SCAN penetrates up to 3 through drywall. The one-pass center technology has a precision range of 1/8 for wood and 1/4 for metal in the center of the stud. A live wire red
LED illuminates and projects an icon on the lcd screen with a sound alert when in close proximity to the wiring. The FatMax 300 LCD Stanley will help you draw the ball on target and they are cornered in their exact place. The screen shows you as soon as the self-calibration is completed, the low battery and graphic location of the stud. Replace the new 9V battery if a Low Battery warning pops up on the
LCD. When the center of the stud is found, the Center icon and the beep pop up on the screen. The device indicates as soon as the calibration is completed and the Ready indicator will come into view on the LCD. It works at full tilt with successive LEDs, and the beeps show reading and backlit LCD screen prevents downtime in low light conditions. 3. Auto-calibration unit unit comes with factory high
strength sensitivity to detect studs. An automatic detection can be easily and accurately detected in multi-stage scanning. The ability to self-calibrate makes quick and ultra-accurate results. For the precision of the watch from the Stanley S300, slide it over the first stud after detection. The device will produce sound and sensitivity will automatically self-adjust to the highest level for the surface or stud
materials found in the first aisle. This improves the accuracy of the readings to detect the center and edge stud. Automatic calibration helps in detecting studs accurately with an audible signal probe. Search for self-calibration as soon as you start to detect with sound and until you return to the location of the stud. 4. Simple operation to detect wooden or metal studs, place the block flat against the wall,
making a hard contact. Tap and hold activation button, a sequence of tones will sound. When the device completes the calibration, the Ready bar pops up on the LCD. Hold on to the activation button if all segments of LCD flash ON and off, move it to another site and probe again. Slide the device through the plane in a straight line. As it detects studs, the device will show the relative location of the stud on
the screen. It illuminates the Center icon on the LCD with beeps. Use a marking channel well positioned on top to mark the center of the stud to improve accuracy. 5. Applications - Wall Surfaces STANLEY has created a hand tool for various applications including overhead coatings, panels, kitchen installation, bathroom installation, shelving, cabinets and interior decorations. This will make the best results
of internal surface sensing. Doors and windows are equipped with additional studs and heads to enhance stability. The Stanley S300 feels the edge of double studs and solid blanks as a single, wide stud. The Stud Sensor 300 will be scanned using conventional building materials, drywall, plywood shells, hardwood floors, linoleum over wood, and wallpaper. The sensor cannot view carpets, foil materials,
ceramic tiles, cement or concrete, metal and plaster walls. It shows no difference in screening surfaces lined with wallpaper or fabric. Check out the latest price on Amazon, now! Why should you use the Stanley FatMax Stud Sensor 300? 1. Audiovisual alerts Chain LEDs and sound sounds indicate reading for the center of the stud, automatic calibration and alert Livewire. The LED marking channel defines
the target and makes the selection of surfaces a piece of cake and accurate. 2. Depth range It scans wooden or metal studs to a depth of 1-1/2 and live AC wires up to 2. META SCAN probes up to 3. Depress the AC/METAL button once and projected on the LCD as Metal Scan. 3. Automatic sensitivity selection Of the Beeps and Detection Block will automatically self-regulate to the best level for the
surface and stud materials identified during the first passage. This will help you range in the center of the studs and edge with a scalpel-like precision. 4. Discovers Live AC wiring live wire red LED will illuminate, the AC icon will pop up on the LCD, and the device will be audible when in its vicinity. AC TRACKING mode senses a live wire and illuminates the relative intensity of its location. 5. Multi-Scanner
Stanley FatMax Stud Sensor 300 provides multipurpose screening for metal and wood studs, air conditioning and scanning modes for high-flow readings. You can determine ferroalloy or non-ferrous metals as copper with deep metal mode penetrates up to 3. He will do the job with one technology aisle center to the house in stud midpoints. PROS Consistent LEDs and Channel finds a target for accurate
and trouble-free sound readings and automatic calibration to keep the backlit LCD running smoothly in low-light conditions with full live action Detection up to 2 deep and metallic scans up to 1-1/2 under the surface of the material Soft ergonomic grip and durable, Break-resistant design Deep Metal Mode detects metal through up to 3 surfaces of single-selling center search technology to identify the stud
mid-point with auto-calibration accuracy helps the user re-scan and identify the omitted studs CONS thickness, density or humidity of the composition of the seam wall will affect the strength of the frequently asked questions whether the Stanley FatMax Stud Sensor 300 work? Calibrate according to manufacturer's instructions for better accuracy. Does it come with a battery? No, the 9-volt battery is not on.
Which surfaces will it perform badly or have no results at all? Avoid carpet, face foil, ceramic or plaster walls. Does he have an operating temperature as I live in the cold north? Yes, 32 to 120 degrees Fahrenheit (-0 degrees Celsius). Are static electrical charges growing in drywall across the detection range? Static electrical charges develop on most surfaces and spread the voltage detection area. Scan
carrying the device 1/2 away from the wall or put the other hand on the surface about 12 from the sensor. The final verdict of the Stanley FatMax Stud Sensor 300 Review puts forward a safe and accurate method to detect the stud and live AC wiring at the back. Without studs and AC wire sensor, you have a lick of work on the house on purpose that can turn out to be as sinister as death. Instead of risking
a brush with death from electric shock, the stud sensors make dangerous tasks a breeze and without risk. LCD backlit LCD identifies the center of the stud, AC live wiring and restalbrats if you bypass the target. Once you find the center of the stud, joystick and live AC wiring, visual display and sound sounds aid in scanning.,/div'gt; S300 STHT77407 Stanley Stud Sensor 300 Stud Sensor 300 uses
electronic signals to find the center of the stud, joysticks or live AC wires through drywall or other common building materials. Once the center of the stud has been discovered in one passage across the surface, the Stud Sensor 300 gives a visual display and sounds a beep. The marking channel makes it easy to mark the center of the stud and the edges on the wall. The Stud 300 sensor will not detect
objects in concrete, mortar, block or brickwork, carpeting, foil cladding, metal surfaces or ceramic tiles. The Stud Sensor 300 is not designed to detect color or plastic objects such as pipes. Note: Read all instructions before operating the Stud 300 Sensor and do not remove the labels from the tool. WARNING: Protect your eyes, wear goggles. 1 77407 - Channel Marking - Live Wire Warning LED - LCD
display - activation - STUD / AC Mode Selection 1 2 3 - GREEN SCAN - AC TRACKING mode - Self-calibration Full REV A 08 OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS 1 Open door on the back and connect 9-volt battery (not included) for clip. Put the battery back in in and close the back door of the battery. Note: We recommend replacing the new 9-volt battery with a low battery - A low battery will appear on the
LCD. 1 Wood Detection / Metal Herds 2 Hold the herd sensor 300 fl against the surface, making fi rm contact. 3 Tap and hold the activation button. There will be a series of tones. Note: The device cannot be moved until the calibration is completed. 1 The Ready icon will appear on LCD. during all the following procedures. Note: As soon as the activation button is released, the device shuts down. 4 5 6 10
activation button pressed, move the sensor Stud 1 ≤3 300 to another location and try again. The release of the sec activation button will turn off the sensor. - Live Wire Detected 2 Note: During calibration, the Stud Sensor 300 should not be placed directly above the stud, a dense material such as the STUD metal, or over a wet or newly painted area, or it will not be properly calibrated. - Stage location
graphics - Low battery indicator 10 1 2 When detecting studs the device will display the relative position of the studs on the screen. 2 1 3 2 4 3 Centers, Center icon will appear on 1 LCD and will sound the sound tone. ≤3 Use a marking channel located at the top 2 of the device to mark the center of the stud. 10 4 When the device is calibrated 2 3 3 4 1 5 Hold the activation button 2 If all segments of LCD FL
ash on and off when 7 8 9 8 Slide Stud sensor 300 slowly across the surface in a straight line. 3 4 5 1 ≤3 sec 2 10 6/5 7 When he discovers stud 4 6 5 7 6 1 ≤3 sec 2 10 5 6 ≤3 sec 10 10 11 11 1x 1 2x 2 6 7 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 10 10 10 10 10 stanley fatmax sensor 300 stud finder instructions
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